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英検・1級　単語暗記ソフト・Collaboration・グーグル翻訳

※ グーグル翻訳に貼り付け、必ず音声を聴いて練習してください。
※ !! 翻訳には、時々誤りが有りますから、それぞれ英文を確認する必要があります。
　　　不明な時は、メール、またはスカイプで質問して下さい!!

18-1-1k　D -１　語句問題

　●- 1　The Great Chicago Fire of 1871 destroyed the city's business district. Such a huge 
(　　　　) would be unlikely in the city today because there are far fewer wooden buildings.

　1　concoction　　2　condemnation　　3　conglomeration　　4　conflagration

※ The Great Chicago Fire of 1871 destroyed the city's business district. Such a huge 
conflagration would be unlikely in the city today because there are far fewer wooden buildings.

　*　All in all, the show was a fine concoction, with first-class ingredients and impeccable 
presentation.
　*　Yet the response to its plan to shut facilities at the Barbican Centre or Yearsley has 
prompted a tidal wave of condemnation.
　*　China Telecom is a conglomeration of many largely independent provincial companies.　
　
※ All in all, the show was a fine (　　　), with first-class ingredients and impeccable 
presentation.
※ Yet the response to its plan to shut facilities at the Barbican Centre or Yearsley has 
prompted a tidal wave of (　　　).
※ China Telecom is a (　　　) of many largely independent provincial companies.

　●- 2　When the health minister was accused of wasting money, she (　　　　) that she had 
actually cut costs in the health system by 12 percent.

　1　retorted　　　2　faltered　　　3　lingered　　　4　colluded

※ When the health minister was accused of wasting money, she retorted that she had actually 
cut costs in the health system by 12 percent.

　*　Christopher clenched his jaw and sent a fleeting glance toward the heavens, his step never
faltering.
　*　Women, children and an occasional man linger in doorways to catch the elusive breeze.
　*　And when the parties collude in such a craven course, it becomes conspiracy as well.
　　collude in a cover-up /　結託して隠蔽工作を行う

※ Christopher clenched his jaw and sent a fleeting glance toward the heavens, his step never 
(　　　).
※ Women, children and an occasional man (　　　) in doorways to catch the elusive breeze.
※ And when the parties (　　　) in such a craven course, it becomes conspiracy as well.

　●- 3　Despite the (　　　　) efforts of every player, the soccer team lost the championship.
Their coach said they should be proud that they had done their best.

　1　vicarious　　　2　palliative　　　3　legible　　　4　valiant

※ Despite the valiant efforts of every player, the soccer team lost the championship. Their 
coach said they should be proud that they had done their best.

　*　It is striking that the basic teachings of the Church such as Trinity and vicarious 
atonement find no mention in the Bible.
　*　After ten years of palliative measures, the fundamental problems of the Japanese economy 
are nowhere near a solution.
　*　The inscriptions on the dials of the clock tower were no longer legible.

※ It is striking that the basic teachings of the Church such as Trinity and (　　　) atonement
find no mention in the Bible.
※ After ten years of (　　　) measures, the fundamental problems of the Japanese economy are 
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nowhere near a solution.
※ The inscriptions on the dials of the clock tower were no longer (　　　).

　●- 4　In a recent evaluation, Darlene's boss noted that she lacks enthusiasm on the job. He 
said that she always does her work, but in a (　　　　) manner.

　1　pernicious　　　2　perfunctory　　　3　consummate　　　4　conscientious

※ In a recent evaluation, Darlene's boss noted that she lacks enthusiasm on the job. He said 
that she always does her work, but in a perfunctory manner.

　*　At the same time, the pernicious influence of new urban cultural patterns could share some
of the blame for rural degeneration.
　*　He's a consummate politician, skilled at spinning his own legends.
　*　And the Germans are hard working, conscientious, trying hard to be principled pragmatics, 
wearing history heavily on their shoulder.

※ At the same time, the (　　　) influence of new urban cultural patterns could share some of 
the blame for rural degeneration.
※ He's a (　　　) politician, skilled at spinning his own legends.
※ And the Germans are hard working, (　　　), trying hard to be principled pragmatics, wearing
history heavily on their shoulder.

　●- 5　With the area under their control, the rebel soldiers were able to violate citizens' 
human rights with (　　　　). The government was powerless to act.

　1　impunity　　　2　acuity　　　3　abstinence　　　4　aridity

※ With the area under their control, the rebel soldiers were able to violate citizens' human 
rights with impunity. The government was powerless to act.

　*　One of the authors treated an otherwise healthy 30-year old female with poor acuity, 
impaired night vision, and myopia.
　*　The most effective way to avoid the symptoms of alcohol induced hangover is to practise 
abstinence or moderation.
　*　Communities in arid climates often implement strategies for dealing with a lack of 
rainfall.

※ One of the authors treated an otherwise healthy 30-year old female with poor (　　　), 
impaired night vision, and myopia.
※ The most effective way to avoid the symptoms of alcohol induced hangover is to practise 
(　　　) or moderation.
※ Communities in (　　　) climates often implement strategies for dealing with a lack of 
rainfall.

　●- 6　When archaeologists uncovered the ancient king's tomb, they found little inside. It 
seemed that it had been (　　　　) by graverobbers over the years.

　1　slaughtered　　　2　plundered　　　3　bolstered　　　4　entangled

※ When archaeologists uncovered the ancient king's tomb, they found little inside. It seemed 
that it had been plundered by graverobbers over the years.

　*　Both pathogens can colonise the intestines of beef cattle and get into the food chain 
during slaughter at the abattoir.
　*　Subsidised destruction is, arguably, the most successful way not just to restore consumer 
confidence, but to bolster the market.
　*　It was like something had cast a heavy shadow over my eyelids and entangled me in a dark 
horrible nightmare.

※ Both pathogens can colonise the intestines of beef cattle and get into the food chain during
(　　　) at the abattoir.
※ Subsidised destruction is, arguably, the most successful way not just to restore consumer 
confidence, but to (　　　) the market.
※ It was like something had cast a heavy shadow over my eyelids and (　　　) me in a dark 
horrible nightmare.
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　●- 7　Kim was annoyed when her colleague Dan kept giving her advice on how to raise her son.
She told him to stop being (　　　　) and keep his opinions to himself.

　1　nonchalant　　　2　dispassionate　　　3　obtrusive　　　4　tortuous

※ Kim was annoyed when her colleague Dan kept giving her advice on how to raise her son. She 
told him to stop being obtrusive and keep his opinions to himself.

　*　He was very nonchalant, very offhand at the press conference when he was making those 
comments.
　*　They wish to return to an atmosphere of mutual respect, which will permit rational and 
dispassionate debate.
　*　The campaign is a long, sometimes tortuous period of time and these qualities help 
everyone not just survive, but thrive.

※ He was very (　　　), very offhand at the press conference when he was making those 
comments.
※ They wish to return to an atmosphere of mutual respect, which will permit rational and 
(　　　) debate.
※ The campaign is a long, sometimes (　　　) period of time and these qualities help everyone 
not just survive, but thrive.

　●- 8　A: Honey, I'm  worried about Ian's health. His skin is so (　　　　) these days.
　　　　 B: You're right. He needs to get more sunshine instead of spending all his time 
indoors playing video games.

　1　terse　　　2　shrewd　　　3　verbose　　　4　pallid

※ Honey, I'm  worried about Ian's health. His skin is so pallid these days.

　*　The author favours short, spare sentences and a terse descriptive style.
　*　Slaveowners claimed that their practices, unlike sharp and shrewd Yankee treatment of 
factory workers, were unprofitable.
　*　His text is full of redundant capital letters and is lavishly verbose.

※ The author favours short, spare sentences and a (　　　) descriptive style.
※ Slaveowners claimed that their practices, unlike sharp and (　　　) Yankee treatment of 
factory workers, were unprofitable.
※ His text is full of redundant capital letters and is lavishly (　　　).

　●- 9　The politician is considered by many to be a fine (　　　　), as he is always capable 
of making a speech that inspires his audience.

　1　minion　　　2　renegade　　　3　orator　　　4　curator

※ The politician is considered by many to be a fine orator, as he is always capable of making 
a speech that inspires his audience.

　*　Why, then, insist that the minions should be happy to have suffered under colonial rule?
　*　China regards Taiwan as a renegade province and seeks to isolate it diplomatically.
　*　With the permission of the curator of the National Museum, we were allowed to see the work
in progress.

※ Why, then, insist that the (　　　) should be happy to have suffered under colonial rule?
※ China regards Taiwan as a (　　　) province and seeks to isolate it diplomatically.
※ With the permission of the (　　　) of the National Museum, we were allowed to see the work 
in progress.

　●- 10　After the strike had lasted three months, the company's management finally 
(　　　　), agreeing to all of the union's demands.

　1　transpired　　　2　fraternized　　　3　absconded　　　4　capitulated

※ After the strike had lasted three months, the company's management finally capitulated, 
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agreeing to all of the union's demands.

　*　I can't tell you what transpired next, it is too appalling to account.
　*　Lawyers and judges, even in quite large cities, usually know each other quite well and 
regularly fraternise socially.
　*　Some of the accused, who had absconded after the murder, have not been arrested even after
a month.

※ I can't tell you what (　　　) next, it is too appalling to account.
※ Lawyers and judges, even in quite large cities, usually know each other quite well and 
regularly (　　　) socially.
※ Some of the accused, who had (　　　) after the murder, have not been arrested even after a 
month.

　●- 11　A: Steve, you should have presented your criticism of John's proposal in a softer 
way. It sounded a bit (　　　　).
　　　　　B: Maybe so, but I think his plan would be completely disastrous for the company.

　1　stellar　　　2　caustic　　　3　salient　　　4　unkempt

※ Steve, you should have presented your criticism of John's proposal in a softer way. It 
sounded a bit caustic.

　*　One of the best soap opera parodies on television, Soap ran for four seasons and featured 
a stellar cast of players.
　*　Diversity of values, what philosophers calls the ‘fact of pluralism’, is the salient 
feature of modern societies in the West.
　*　The man allowed him to turn around and looked him up and down, taking in the rumpled 
clothes and unkempt hair.

※ One of the best soap opera parodies on television, Soap ran for four seasons and featured a 
(　　　) cast of players.
※ Diversity of values, what philosophers calls the ‘fact of pluralism’, is the (　　　) 
feature of modern societies in the West.
※ The man allowed him to turn around and looked him up and down, taking in the rumpled clothes
and (　　　) hair.

　●- 12　When Allen's computer suddenly stopped working and he lost all his data, he 
(　　　　) his anger by throwing his mouse on the floor.

　1　vented　　　2　lured　　　3　scrawled　　　4　trampled

※ When Allen's computer suddenly stopped working and he lost all his data, he vented his anger
by throwing his mouse on the floor.

　*　The film industry always has been a glamorous lure for young girls.
　*　Unable to grab a piece of paper, some stretched their palms for the cricketer to scrawl 
his signature across it.
　*　He heard the trample of a soldier and the muffled sound of the grenade going off.

※ The film industry always has been a glamorous (　　　) for young girls.
※ Unable to grab a piece of paper, some stretched their palms for the cricketer to (　　　) 
his signature across it.
※ He heard the (　　　) of a soldier and the muffled sound of the grenade going off.

　●- 13　The oil company was accused of (　　　　) a campaign against clean energy, even going
so far as to pay journalists to write negative articles about solar and wind power.

　1　orchestrating　　　2　wincing　　　3　ransacking　　　4　taunting

※ The oil company was accused of orchestrating a campaign against clean energy, even going so 
far as to pay journalists to write negative articles about solar and wind power.

　*　She turned to look at him, and he winced to see a slight glistening in her green eyes.
　*　They were ordered not to move or speak for an hour while the riot squad searched and often
ransacked their rooms.
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　*　True, not everybody loves her; there are some who taunt her with sarcastic parodies, 
bilious caricatures, and scathing articles.

※ She turned to look at him, and he (　　　) to see a slight glistening in her green eyes.
※ They were ordered not to move or speak for an hour while the riot squad searched and often 
(　　　) their rooms.
※ True, not everybody loves her; there are some who (　　　) her with sarcastic parodies, 
bilious caricatures, and scathing articles.

　●- 14　The government did not tolerate any opposition, so when a commentator published a 
(　　　　) against one of its policies, he was arrested.

　1　quirk　　　2　facet　　　3　whiff　　　4　diatribe

※ The government did not tolerate any opposition, so when a commentator published a diatribe 
against one of its policies, he was arrested.

　*　Common sense applied to the particular behavioral quirks of your child is probably your 
best bet.
　*　The author has a wonderful awareness for tiny details that somehow brilliantly illuminate 
particular facets of the struggle.
　*　I stepped into the shop, took a deep whiff of the powerful chocolate and sugar scents, and
studied the pastry case.

※ Common sense applied to the particular behavioral (　　　) of your child is probably your 
best bet.
※ The author has a wonderful awareness for tiny details that somehow brilliantly illuminate 
particular (　　　) of the struggle.
※ I stepped into the shop, took a deep (　　　) of the powerful chocolate and sugar scents, 
and studied the pastry case.

　●- 15　Historians were excited to find an old book that had many handwritten (　　　　) on 
its pages. It is believed the comments were written by a thirteenth- century king.

　1　sojourns　　　2　trajectories　　　3　annotations　　　4　expulsions

※ Historians were excited to find an old book that had many handwritten annotations on its 
pages. It is believed the comments were written by a thirteenth- century king.

　*　These malevolent creatures could only cause utter despair and hideous circumstances 
wherever they sojourned.
　*　The ball soared in the azure sky like a missile with a perfect trajectory and rolled a lot
upon landing.
　*　She called for automatic expulsion for pupils who made malicious allegations against 
teachers.

※ These malevolent creatures could only cause utter despair and hideous circumstances wherever
they (　　　).
※ The ball soared in the azure sky like a missile with a perfect (　　　) and rolled a lot 
upon landing.
※ She called for automatic (　　　) for pupils who made malicious allegations against 
teachers.

　●- 16　Although he had been traveling at 150 kilometers per hour at the time of the crash, 
the driver somehow managed to exit the vehicle (　　　　).

　1　incensed　　　2　unscathed　　　3　inverted　　　4　unfounded

※ Although he had been traveling at 150 kilometers per hour at the time of the crash, the 
driver somehow managed to exit the vehicle unscathed.

　*　Luxurious silks drape the walls, candles flicker and the smell of incense fills the air.
　*　Using oven mitts, carefully invert the pie onto a large serving plate.
　*　Furthermore, I deeply deplore the unfounded allegations and personal insults put forth in 
the letter.
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※ Luxurious silks drape the walls, candles flicker and the smell of (　　　) fills the air.
※ Using oven mitts, carefully (　　　) the pie onto a large serving plate.
※ Furthermore, I deeply deplore the (　　　) allegations and personal insults put forth in the
letter.

　●- 17　The prisoners (　　　　) a way to escape from the maximum-security prison. It took 
them months to put their plan together.

　1　contrived　　　2　appeased　　　3　enveloped　　　4　lampooned

※ The prisoners contrived a way to escape from the maximum-security prison. It took them 
months to put their plan together.

　*　He denied that the death of Christ was necessary to satisfy divine justice and appease 
God's wrath.
　*　To maintain secrecy, the return ballot paper envelope had a detachable flap on which the 
voter filled in their details.
　*　So I was particularly impressed with John O'Farrell's lampoon of the new gambling laws in 
today's Guardian.

※ He denied that the death of Christ was necessary to satisfy divine justice and (　　　) 
God's wrath.
※ To maintain secrecy, the return ballot paper (　　　) had a detachable flap on which the 
voter filled in their details.
※ So I was particularly impressed with John O'Farrell's (　　　) of the new gambling laws in 
today's Guardian.

　●- 18　Andy's sister is suffering from a nasty (　　　　) of the flu. Andy hopes he does not
get it too.

　1　void　　　2　cinch　　　3　bout　　　4　glint

※ Andy's sister is suffering from a nasty bout of the flu. Andy hopes he does not get it too.

　*　If such an agreement is always void, employers would be deterred from settling disputes.
　*　This is not the most sophisticated-looking dish but it's a cinch to prepare and tastes 
terrific.
　*　She saw the glint of excitement in his eyes.

※ If such an agreement is always (　　　), employers would be deterred from settling disputes.
※ This is not the most sophisticated-looking dish but it's a (　　　) to prepare and tastes 
terrific.
※ She saw the (　　　) of excitement in his eyes.

　●- 19　A: Sara got upset when I joked about her forgetting her speech at tomorrow's contest,
but I was only being (　　　　).
　　　　　B: I know, but she's really nervous, so you need to be more careful with what you 
say.

　1　facetious　　　2　luminous　　　3　carnivorous　　　4　nebulous

※ Sara got upset when I joked about her forgetting her speech at tomorrow's contest, but I was
only being facetious.

　*　My computer screen leaves a luminous blue glow over the dark room.
　*　One of the most common pairings for a terrarium are carnivorous plants and orchids.
　*　Why do you think scientists have been reluctant to grapple with this nebulous notion of 
the human mind?

※ My computer screen leaves a (　　　) blue glow over the dark room.
※ One of the most common pairings for a terrarium are (　　　) plants and orchids.
※ Why do you think scientists have been reluctant to grapple with this (　　　) notion of the 
human mind?

　●- 20　The pop star retired at the height of his fame and became a (　　　　). He stayed at 
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home and refused to meet anyone other than a few close friends.

　1　pundit　　　2　deity　　　3　forerunner　　　4　recluse

※ The pop star retired at the height of his fame and became a recluse. He stayed at home and 
refused to meet anyone other than a few close friends.

　*　According to political pundits, we can expect a general election in early May.
　*　You can merge this meditation technique with any faith tradition and focus on any sacred 
object or deity.
　*　Mr Freeman said some people were opposed to anything they saw as a forerunner of 
development.

※ According to political (　　　), we can expect a general election in early May.
※ You can merge this meditation technique with any faith tradition and focus on any sacred 
object or (　　　).
※ Mr Freeman said some people were opposed to anything they saw as a (　　　) of development.

　●- 21　The coach reminded his players not to (　　　　) over their victory in front of the 
other team. He said they would have time to celebrate privately later.

　1　swerve　　　2　trudge　　　3　whine　　　4　gloat

※ The coach reminded his players not to gloat over their victory in front of the other team. 
He said they would have time to celebrate privately later.

　*　Audacious loops, bends and swerves are undertaken at astonishing speed and with awesome 
precision.
　*　Then we wandered around the market, before munching on some ice-cream and beginning the 
long trudge back to the car.
　*　She realized there was nothing she could do but grumble, complain, whine and cry but that 
wasn't going to get her anywhere.

※ Audacious loops, bends and (　　　) are undertaken at astonishing speed and with awesome 
precision.
※ Then we wandered around the market, before munching on some ice-cream and beginning the long
(　　　) back to the car.
※ She realized there was nothing she could do but grumble, complain, (　　　) and cry but that
wasn't going to get her anywhere.

　●- 22　A: Hey, Vinnie, have you decided what you're going to do during the summer vacation?
　　　　　B:  No, not yet. I'm still (　　　　) a few ideas, but whatever I do, I think I'll 
stay local.

　1　kicking around　　　2　palming off
　3　clouding up　　　　 4　passing for

※ No, not yet. I'm still kicking around a few ideas, but whatever I do, I think I'll stay 
local.

　*　Joseph made sure that he was never palmed off with inferior stuff.
　*　cloud up / 曇る
　*　The article will pass for genuine.

※ Joseph made sure that he was never (　　　) with inferior stuff.
　*　cloud up / 曇る
※ The article will (　　　) genuine.

　●- 23　When his parents started arguing, Ranulph left the room because he did not want to be
(　　　　) the fight.

　1　laced with　　　2　drawn into
　3　written off　　 4　laid off

※ When his parents started arguing, Ranulph left the room because he did not want to be drawn 
into the fight.
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　*　laced with dioxin, be / ダイオキシンに汚染された
　*　She asked me to write off the debt.
　*　They did not sell a single car for a month and had to lay off workers.

※ She asked me to (　　　) the debt.
※ They did not sell a single car for a month and had to (　　　) workers.

　●- 24　There is no official rule against it, but the manager (　　　　) staff eating lunch 
at their desks. He prefers that they use the breakroom.

　1　frowns on　　　2　lets up on
　3　pines for　　　4　worms out of

※ There is no official rule against it, but the manager worms out of staff eating lunch at 
their desks. He prefers that they use the breakroom.

　*　On the other hand, boys and girls and young men and women are clearly disenchanted with a 
system that frowns upon spontaneity.
　*　Though Sybbis complained bitterly, Mama would not let up on her.
　*　All of people here pine for democracy and freedom.

※ On the other hand, boys and girls and young men and women are clearly disenchanted with a 
system that (　　　) upon spontaneity.
※ Though Sybbis complained bitterly, Mama would not (　　　) her.
※ All of people here (　　　) democracy and freedom.

　●- 25　A: What was your impression of the last job applicant?
　　　　　B: He doesn't seem very responsible. He (　　　　) 10 minutes late for his interview,
and he didn't even apologize.

　1　squared up　　　2　panned out
　3　rolled in　　　 4　carried on

※ He doesn't seem very responsible. He rolled in 10 minutes late for his interview, and he 
didn't even apologize.

　*　The two old rivals square up for one final confrontation.
　*　Tara cursed and grabbed a tissue to mop up the excess, hoping this wasn't a symbol of how 
the day was going to pan out.
　*　Her bravery has given him the will to carry on with his life and his work.

※ The two old rivals (　　　) for one final confrontation.
※ Tara cursed and grabbed a tissue to mop up the excess, hoping this wasn't a symbol of how 
the day was going to (　　　).
※ Her bravery has given him the will to (　　　) with his life and his work.

◆◆　END　◆◆
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